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Abstract: Sentiment Analysis deals with consumer reviews available on blogs,
discussion forums, E-commerce websites, and App Store. These online reviews
about products are also becoming essential for consumers and companies
as well. Consumers rely on these reviews to make their decisions about
products and companies are also very interested in these reviews to judge
their products and services. These reviews are also a very precious source
of information for requirement engineers. But companies and consumers are
not very satisfied with the overall sentiment; they like fine-grained knowledge
about consumer reviews. Owing to this, many researchers have developed
approaches for aspect-based sentiment analysis. Most existing approaches
concentrate on explicit aspects to analyze the sentiment, and only a few studies
rely on capturing implicit aspects. This paper proposes a Keywords-Based
Aspect Extraction method, which captures both explicit and implicit aspects.
It also captures opinion words and classifies the sentiment about each aspect.
We applied semantic similarity-based WordNet and SentiWordNet lexicon to
improve aspect extraction. We used different collections of customer reviews
for experiment purposes, consisting of eight datasets over seven domains.
We compared our approach with other state-of-the-art approaches, including
Rule Selection using Greedy Algorithm (RSG), Conditional Random Fields
(CRF), Rule-based Extraction (RubE), and Double Propagation (DP). Our
results have shown better performance than all of these approaches.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis; aspect extraction; keywords-based; machine
learning

1 Introduction

E-commerce is growing rapidly, so companies have started using social media to promote their
business. Companies are maintaining their Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram accounts to keep in
touch with their customers. People also use social media and company websites to explore their
services/products [1,2]. With this rapid growth of social media and e-commerce, people started using
the internet to shop for products and leave comments about products they purchase. These reviews on
products have immense impacts on others.
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Moreover, these reviews help others know about the strengths of products and find what best suit
their needs in deciding about the product. People reviews are also valuable for companies to judge
people’s sentiments about their products. However, as the number of reviews increases gradually, it
becomes difficult for companies to analyze them because analyzing some reviews cannot help them
deeply understand all sentiments. Therefore, there is a need to completely analyze and summarize
reviews to decide about their products [3,4].

Sentiment Analysis (SA) deals with user’s opinions or emotions in various blogs, social sites,
discussion forums, and websites to extract useful information. Managers, politicians, decision-makers,
and officials can use SA to assess whether the community is happy with its product, service, and
policy or not. Therefore, SA should be deliberatively carried out, as it can carry confusing or
specious information and mislead senior management to understand the exact solution [5]. SA extracts
customer’s opinions and analyzes them to make decisions for buyers and companies accordingly [6].
With the development of the World Wide Web (WWW), sentiment analysis has become one of the
most active research areas. Specifically, people’s curiosity about social media and the WWW has
attracted many researchers to investigate user behavior concerning a particular topic [5]. Researchers
have already developed many approaches/methods for sentiment analysis in different domains, but
still, there is a need for improvements [7–11].

Reference [12] stated that SA could be possible at three levels–1) document level, 2) sentence level,
and 3) aspect or entity level. Document and Sentence level analysis is suitable for the case of one
topic analysis. Most progressive approaches focus on analyzing sentiments at the document [7] and
sentence level [8]. On the other hand, aspect-level analysis is a more comprehensive investigation about
aspects and their associated sentiments. Aspect level analysis is always concerned with entities. For
example, topics, services, persons, organizations, and products are entities, which have several aspects
[13]. Different users express their different opinions on each aspect. Therefore, it is essential to detect
and extract sentiments to various aspects, and this procedure is recognized as ‘Aspect-based Sentiment
Analysis’ [14,15].

Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) focuses on two steps-1) Aspect Term Extraction (ATE),
or Opinion Target Extraction (OTE), and 2) Sentiment Classification (SC). ATE deals with extracting
aspect terms from sentences, and SC deals with the polarity of sentiments to each extracted aspect.
ATE was introduced in the SemEval 2014 shared task [16], and OTE was introduced a year later in
the SemEval 2015 shared task [17]. Table 1 presents some user reviews on products that described
some aspects and their concerned polarities. The 1st review consists of one aspect: “battery life,”
and its concerning polarity is positive—similarly, 2nd review expresses the positive sentiment to the
aspect LCD.

Table 1: Examples of consumer’s reviews, aspects and their concerned polarities

# Review Aspect term (s) Polarity

1 The battery life is good though. Battery Positive
2 Pro’s nice screen nice features seemed relatively accurate. Screen Positive
3 The back of the watch face keeps abrading my skin and causing

redness and irritation.
Size, material Negative

(Continued)
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Table 1: Continued
# Review Aspect term (s) Polarity

4 They are still first generation and overpriced. Price Negative
5 Garbage console. Interface Negative

Extracting these aspects from reviews is an essential task of sentiment analysis. It aims to extract
opinion objects from opinion texts. For example, in the sentence “The iPhone has good voice quality,”
we want to extract the “voice quality”. In product evaluations, an aspect is fundamentally an attribute
or characteristic of a product. Extraction of aspects is essential for analyzing opinions because it is
difficult to understand user’s sentiments without knowing the views about aspects.

It’s a challenge for any company to manually read customer reviews and extract valuable aspects
from these reviews. Thus, extracting these valuable and real aspects from online reviews, mining the
sentiments, and summarizing these sentiments play an essential role in the convenience of companies.
So, extraction of opinion targets/aspects is a major problem—users evaluate these opinion targets,
known as objects as nouns or noun phrases. Customers and companies usually do not entertain the
overall sentiment about a product. But the fine-grained sentiment about an aspect/feature of a product
is beneficial for customers and companies.

These fine-grained sentiments further help to summarize customers’ sentiment about different
aspects of any entity. A sentiment summary is a passage from a document that explains the overall
sentiment of consumers about a key aspect [18]. A Sentiment Summarization (SS) system processes
all classified documents and generates a summary that defines customer’s overall sentiment about the
document/aspect/entity. This summary allows companies and customers to easily access customer’s
sentiments about certain aspects/items/products [19].

This paper aims to improve aspect extraction by proposing a Keywords-Based Aspect Extraction
(KBAE) method. The proposed method identifies both explicit and implicit aspects from online
consumer reviews. The proposed method extracts explicit aspects and opinion words by comparing
POS-tagged reviews with a given set of keywords. Secondly, the proposed method uses explicit aspects
to extract implicit aspects and opinion words using different semantic similarity methods WordNet
and SentiWordNet. For experiments, we used datasets consisting of reviews about five products by
[20] and showed better results as compared to other state-of-the-art approaches. In the future, we plan
to evaluate this approach for reviews on Internet of Things (IoT) products by [21].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we summarized related works.
In Section 3, we explained the architecture of the proposed approach. Section 4 elaborates on the
experimental evaluations, and Section 5 represents the results. Section 6 consists of the conclusion of
this research.

2 Related Work

Many researchers have widely considered aspect extraction a major aspect-based sentiment
analysis task. Reference [22] proposed an intellectual method of hybrid Association rules to identify
implicit objects. They said that basic rules are unsatisfactory as they are ubiquitous; furthermore, the
frequency/Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) method can attain the best results. They integrated
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different rules used by three approaches and showed that these data mining rules are very reasonable.
So, a hybrid Association mining rule is an effective method of implicit aspect identification.

Reference [23] suggested a new approach for extracting opinion goals using the Partially Super-
vised Word Alignment Model (PSWAM). They compared their approach with previous syntax-based
methods and found that their model efficiently avoids parsing errors when dealing with informal
sentences in online reviews. They also equated their method with other methods that use unsupervised
alignment models and found that PSWAM can capture opinion relations more accurately under
the constraints of partial alignment relationships. Experimental results proved the effectiveness of
their method. Reference [24] proposed an unsupervised new paradigm to extract features for opinion
determination. They used specific domain of words as domain-knowledge and domain-entity terms
to represent the domain-based corpus. Their results showed that their approach is superior to other
modern methods in this task. Reference [25] offered a rule-based greedy unsupervised algorithm and
evaluated their approach on a dataset of five products. They found that the proposed algorithm
performed better than the rules used in DP and produced more accurate results.

Reference [26] suggested a method for extracting opinion features and opinion lexicons based on
PSWAM. They focused on recognizing the relations between features and words used in an opinion.
Their proposed method accurately captured the relations to extract features and words more effectively.
For this purpose, they constructed an Opinion Relation Graph (ORG) to model relations among
candidates and opinions. They also built a graph co-ranking algorithm to assess each candidate’s
confidence. Their experimental results showed the method’s effectiveness for three different datasets
with different languages and sizes.

Reference [27] recommended a cross-language opinion miner (CLOpinionMiner) extraction
method that uses a monolingual co-learning algorithm that others can easily adapt for information
extraction in different languages. They focused on the English-Chinese cross-language Aspect Target
Extraction. They dealt with datasets in the English language and produced two Chinese-based
trained datasets of different features. They also trained two labeling models of Chinese Aspect Target
Extraction using CRF.

Reference [28] offered a supervised method that augments frequency-based extraction with Point-
wise Mutual Information-Information Retrieval (PMI-IR). They also extended RCut for thresholds
learning to select the candidate aspects. Their experiments showed that their proposed method outper-
formed the state-of-the-art methods. Their experiments also demonstrated the potential to generalize
for different domain and variable-size datasets. Reference [29] proposed the first unsupervised deep
learning architecture, which extracts both explicit and implicit aspects from product reviews. They used
7-layer Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to label aspect or non-aspect words in opinionated
sentences. They also proposed some patterns based on linguistics and combined them with their
convolutional network. For experiments, they used the Evaluation corpora and word embedding
datasets. Furthermore, they used different word embedding datasets, i.e., Google embeddings and our
Amazon embeddings. Their experiments combined Linguistic Patterns (LPs) with CNN as they both
run on the text and report aspect terms. They applied paired t-tests to their results that showed a 95%
confidence level and showed that their proposed architecture is much accurate for restaurant domain
reviews.

Reference [30] designed a novel unsupervised domain-independent framework to extract aspects
known as Fusion Relation Embedded Representation Learning (FREERL). Their proposed frame-
work embeds language expression aspects and semantic structures into opinion aspect entities. They
compared their approach with conventional structure-based learning models and showed better
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results. Reference [31] proposed a supervised multilayer architecture to represent the different sen-
timent levels for product reviews. They integrated this architecture into a neural network to design
a model for predicting overall embeddings and compositional vector models. Then, they apply the
backpropagation algorithm to teach their models and conducted experiments for datasets of hotel
reviews and showed better results than other state-of-the-art approaches.

Reference [32] recommended a hybrid model for extracting both explicit and implicit aspects by
integrating a dictionary-based approach with a topic model. Their model identifies opinion words by
using word disambiguation and labeled topics extracted from the document. Reference [33] proposed
a hybrid approach combining different feature filter techniques and aspect extraction optimization
algorithms. They also improved the standard Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA) by enhancing
the population diversity and through the Elite Opposition-Based Learning (EOBL) strategy. They
compared their approach with six well-known and two deep learning algorithms and showed better
results than all. Reference [34] designed a novel framework to handle the Target Based Sentiment
Analysis (TBSA). Their framework consists of two stacked Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to
detect the target boundary and complete the TBSA task. Firstly, they used the target boundary
information from the auxiliary task to maintain the target’s sentiments. Further, they integrated the
opinion-based component to detect the target word used to refine the target boundaries.

Reference [35] proposed a supervised hybrid approach to extract product features from Online
Customer Reviews (OCR), which combines Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) and synonyms-based
lexicon. Reference [36] contributed a threefold mechanism for Aspect Target Extraction. They created
new datasets for the public and argued that their datasets are better than the previously available
datasets. Secondly, they proposed weighted precisions variants to distinct aspect terms. Finally, they
improved the aspect extraction method of [37] using continuous space word vectors.

Reference [38] suggested a supervised probability-based model for aspect extraction from online
customer reviews using CRF. They used a dependency parser to engineer a set of optimum features
to obtain good results. Reference [39] designed another supervised multi-task approach based on
LSTM to improve extracting aspects from user reviews. They combined neural memory operations
and extended memories to design two LSTMs to extract aspects and their concerning opinions.

Reference [40] proposed an unsupervised blended approach that identifies aspects by integrating
deep learning with rules. Their approach showed better results than other related approaches.
Reference [41] proposed a two-layered LSTM supervised model to extract aspects from online reviews.
Firstly, their model evaluates the students’ feedback and predicts the described aspects presented in
the feedback. Finally, their model identifies the orientation of aspects described in the first layer. They
tested their model on the SemEval-2014 dataset and dataset constructed from students’ comments.
Reference [42] presented an unsupervised approach that extracts features, weights them, and then
extracts sentiments. They used lexicon-based dictionaries to describe an ontology for features and
sentiment extraction.

3 Materials and Methods

The following Fig. 1 represents the architecture of our proposed approach Aspect-Based senti-
ment analysis. Our approach aims to improve the aspect term extraction and identifies sentiments
about aspects expressed in online reviews. Our approach consists of several phases: Removing
Stop-words and Punctuations, Tokenization, Stemming, Parts-of-Speech (POS) Tagging, Keyword
Extraction, Aspect and Opinion Extraction and Sentiment Classification.
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Figure 1: Architecture of proposed methodology

3.1 Removing Stop-Words and Punctuation

Stop-words are some operative words used in any language with no information. So, they are not
useful in text mining. Hence, there is always a need for removing stop-words and punctuations from
reviews to make processing easy [43]. An example of some English stop-words and their removal from
reviews showed as a filtered sentence in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Example of stop-word removal, tokenization, stemming and POS-tagging

3.2 Tokenization

In this step, reviews are tokenized by breaking paragraphs into sentences and then sentences into
words. For this purpose, we utilized Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) package from nltk.tokenize
import sent_tokenize, word_tokenize. An example of a review’s sentence and word tokenization is
shown as a tokenized sentence in Fig. 2.
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3.3 Stemming

Stemming converts tokenized words into their root words where required. Stemming played a
vital role in identifying sentiment words by converting words into their root words. Our approach
also performed stemming on datasets to find root words using PorterStemmer from nltk.stem import
PorterStemmer algorithm. PorterStemmer algorithm generated the root words for the given dataset
and store output in a Comma Separated Version (CSV) file. A stemmed sentence in Fig. 2 shows
the conversion of the word “disappointment” to its root word “disappoint”, which helped to identify
negative sentiment towards any feature.

3.4 POS Tagging

A POS-tagger reads text and labels every word with language-specific tags such as adjective, noun,
verb, pronoun, adverb, preposition, conjunction, and interjection. POS labeling is an essential step
of opinion mining; it is imperative to determine features and opinion words from reviews [44]. This
labeling of terms is performed manually or with any available POS tagger tool. The tool nltk.pos_tag
labeled each review in the dataset and then labeled data stored in a separate CSV/TXT file. An example
of a tagged review is shown in Fig. 2.

3.5 Keyword Extraction

Keywords are crucial in retrieving vital information from vast data on WWW, discussion forums,
books, e-commerce websites, and social media. Since keyword expresses the whole document’s
meanings, many applications such as text mining, cataloging, clustering, filtering, classification,
topic detection, and web searches are using keywords [45]. Our research used the Term Frequency-
Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) statistical approach to find the most frequently used words
(Keywords) in the dataset, to use them for aspect extraction. These words are then filtered using a list
of manually designed keywords about product features.

3.6 Aspect and Opinion Extraction

In online consumer reviews (OCR), consumers normally use explicit words to represent their
opinions. These explicit words are sometimes known as an entity’s object, target, feature, or aspect.
Aspect-based sentiment analysis bases on determining these features against an entity and their
associated opinion words. For example, “The Nokia 6600 has a brilliant Java interface.” has the entity
Nokia, its aspect interface, and their related opinion word brilliant. As shown in Fig. 2, the POS tagger
labels the entity/aspects as Noun (NN)/(NNP) or Noun Phrase and opinion words as Adjective (JJ).
We used noun as an aspect; in the case of the noun phrase, we used headword as aspect term. As shown
in Table 1, battery life is noun phrase and we have considered battery as an aspect. Since POS-tagging
plays a crucial role in aspect extraction, our approach takes tagged reviews and matches tagged words
(NN, NNP, and JJ) with extracted keywords to identify aspects and their associated opinion words.
If tagged data does not match with any keyword, it finds their synsets using similarity-based lexical
database WordNet to find implicit aspects using semantic relation. For example, if a word is noun,
WordNet tries to find all synsets of words labeled with noun to find implicit aspects. WordNet then
collects synsets for that tagged JJ word and coordinates with SentiWordNet to find sentiment scores
for each opinion word. Our approach separately stores aspect terms and scores of their concerned
opinion terms for each review. Bing Liu Sentiment Lexicon also helps to find their concerned sentiment
by comparing with aspect-associated opinion words.
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This process calculates sentiment scores for each opinion term using the sentiment lexicon
SentiWordNet. It calculates scores for each set of synonyms using “Positive”, “Negative”, and
“Neutral” notations. The score is 0 or 1, indicating the terms negative and positive polarity. Following
Eq. (1) is used to calculate the score for SentiWordNet where PS, NS, NUS and T are for Positive
Score, Negative Score, Neutral Score and Term respectively. Eq. (2) calculates the WordNet score if a
word is not found in SentiWordNet. It calculates the maximum score as shown in Eq. (2).

PS (T) + NS (T) + NUS (T) = 1 (1)

Score (T) = Max |PS (synset) – NS (synset)| (2)

Algorithm 1 elaborates the procedure to extract aspects from online reviews. This algorithm uses
keywords, SentiWordNet and WordNet, to extract aspects. Algorithm 2 elaborates the procedure to
extract opinion words for aspects found in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Aspect Extraction

Algorithm 2: Opinion Word Identification

3.7 Sentiment Classification

Sentiment classification is essential in determining the overall sentiment in a document, sentence
or related to any aspect. Online product reviews contain both subjective and objective information, so
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opinion orientation of reviews can be classified using positive and negative polarities [46]. In this phase,
our approach determines the number of positive and negative opinions about each extracted aspect
using scores calculated in the last phase. These scores are then used to classify the sentiments using the
Naïve Bayes algorithm. This sentiment classification is calculated by finding the difference between
sums of positive and negative scores about an aspect. Table 2 represents some results of sentiment
classification about aspects.

Table 2: Examples of sentiment classification results about an aspect

# Aspect Positive score Negative score Classified as

1 Battery 0.73 0.27 Positive
2 LCD 0.59 0.41 Positive
3 Camera 0.41 0.59 Negative
4 Interface 0.47 0.53 Negative
5 Speakers 0.63 0.37 Positive

4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we evaluated our proposed approach to assess its performance.

4.1 Datasets

We evaluated our approach using two different consumer review collections. Firstly, we used the
collection from [20] which, comprises five datasets of four different domains: cameras, cell phone,
MP3 player, and DVD player. Secondly, we verified our approach’s effectiveness using datasets of
three different domains prepared by [47]. Researchers use these datasets to evaluate their approaches
as they are comprehensive in their preparations and easily available for everyone.

These datasets are already manually annotated, as shown in Fig. 3. Each sentence is marked with
a label that either has an aspect or not. The sentences are labeled with aspects identified in the review,
and aspects are labeled with explicit or implicit aspects. Table 3 shows the detailed information of these
datasets.

Figure 3: Example of dataset

4.2 Evaluation Metrics

We used precision, recall, and F1-measure as evaluation metrics to evaluate our approach. Most
researchers are using these metrics to assess their systems. These metrics are the benchmark for
assessing the results. We used two methods for computation, method (1) based on multiple occurrences
of each aspect and method (2) based on distinct occurrences of each aspect [47].
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Table 3: Detailed information about dataset

Data Product # of sentences # of explicit
aspects

# of sentences with
implicit aspects

# of implicit
aspects

D1 Canon camera 597 237 18 12
D2 Nikon camera 346 174 14 08
D3 Nokia cell phone 546 302 23 13
D4 MP3 player 1716 674 56 30
D5 Apex DVD player 740 296 38 17
D6 Computer 531 354 45 17
D7 Wireless router 879 307 73 09
D8 Speaker 689 440 63 07

Some aspects are very common among consumers, so these are frequently used in reviews, and
some are not very common. Extracting aspects with multiple occurrences and distinct occurrences is
essential in calculating precision, recall, and F1-score. All of these evaluation metrics are computed
using True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN). Let A is the set of aspects
extracted by a method, and P is the set of aspects labeled by a human annotator. Hence, TP is |A∩T|,
FP is |A\T|, and FN is |T\A|. For method (2), the evaluation metrics are as follows:

P = TP
TP + FP

(3)

R = TP
TP + FN

(4)

F1−measure = 2 × P × R
P + R

(5)

For method (1), F1-score is calculated similarly as for method (2), but precision and recall are
calculated differently because there are multiple occurrences of an aspect. So, we used the method
followed by [47] to calculate precision and recall.

5 Results and Discussions

We evaluated our approach using all eight datasets and found results for precision, recall and f1-
measure. We then calculated average values for all results obtained for each dataset and compared
our approach with other baseline approaches, including RSG [47], CRF [48], DP [49], and RubE [50].
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These approaches are known as either best or state-of-the-art approaches for aspect extraction. Table 4
represents the average values of precision, recall, and f1-measure for all approaches evaluated using
methods (1) and (2) on all datasets (D1-D8). As shown in the table, for each approach first column
represents the results evaluated using multiple (Mul) occurrences of each aspect and the second column
represents the results for distinct (Dist) occurrences of each aspect.

Table 4: Average values of precision, recall and F1-measure for all approaches using methods
(1) and (2)

Approaches Evaluation metrics

Precision (P) Recall (R) F1-measure (F1)

Mul Dist Mul Dist Mul Dist

RSG 0.82 0.75 0.83 0.70 0.83 0.73
CRF 0.81 0.68 0.71 0.54 0.76 0.61
RubE 0.75 0.62 0.85 0.74 0.80 0.66
DP 0.70 0.57 0.70 0.58 0.70 0.58
KBAE 0.76 0.71 0.88 0.80 0.82 0.76

KBAE has performed more efficiently for all datasets compared to the other approaches and
produced better results than other approaches. Only RSG and CRF produced better results for
precision for multiple occurrences of each aspect. Figs. 4 and 5 show KBAE’s evaluated performance
with all other approaches and show better results than others. These figures clearly show that KBAE
dominates all approaches for recall and F1-measure. As a whole, our approach outperformed all other
approaches.

Figure 4: Performance evaluation for method (1)
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Figure 5: Performance evaluation for method (2)

6 Conclusion

In this research work, we offered a keywords-based approach to identify both explicit and implicit
aspects from online reviews. The proposed approach is also capable of determining opinion words from
reviews. We used TF-IDF statistical approach for extracting keywords from datasets and a manually
generated list of keywords that helps to identify the aspect. To improve the extraction of aspects
and opinion words, we used different semantic similarity lexicons WordNet and SentiWordNet. We
evaluated our approach on five different collections of reviews from four different domains and then
verified our approach on three different datasets. Experimental evaluation has shown that KBAE has
produced better results in extracting the aspects. It shows better results for the proposed approach
than other state-of-the-art approaches. In the future, we plan to use our approach on cross-domain
product reviews and secondly to categorize the reviews on Internet of Things (IoT) products.
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